of significant peculiarities or be absent in the concept system of another nation.
Basic concepts which are present in the concept systems of many peoples can be grouped and verbalized in different national languages.
They are directly influenced by the operating linguistic, pragmatic and cultural factors that is why they are fixed in language having different meanings (Kubriakova et al., 1997: 92-93) .
A. Babushkin emphasizes that various types of concepts have universal (common for all nations) character, but their national and cultural peculiarity is that though they have identical types they possess different content. Concept determines how things are interconnected and how they are categorized (Babushkin, 1996: 6, 65) . It is necessary to point out that with time due to different factors, for example, extralinguistic influence, concepts can change.
According to S. Vorkachev, emotional implication is one of the most important marks of concepts. For that reason if we compare concept and notions the first has a set of emotional and volitional implications. The core of each concept is formed by some value which is important for the particular nation.
Concepts manifest themselves through a variety of "linguistic and non-linguistic means which illustrate (directly or indirectly), specify and develop their content" (Karasik, 2002: 91) .
If the concept appears in the language in the form of words, word-combinations, sayings, etc., this shows that the given concept is important for the given language community. Therefore when one studies concept it is vital to consider the whole variety of linguistic means through which the concept manifests itself in the language.
When a concept is emerging a great range of the experience gained by the nation is being simplified to the limits of human memory. It is brought into correlation with the cultural key notions of great value that have been adopted earlier and were expressed in religion, ideology, art, etc. (Slyshkin, 2000: 10 Был бы лес, будет и леший.
Домовой тешится, леший заводит, водя-ной топит.
Леший бы тебя задавил! Не буди лихо, пока оно тихо! Перегоняет с места на место, как леший зверя (Dal', 2001: 209) .
The author of the article held an associative experiment to study concept "мистическое". Besides, participants have some categorization of mysterious things, and the whole variety of mysterious things and notions are roughly divided into groups that unite rather heterogeneous objects (notions). These groups help people structure the information they have about mysterious world.
As for micro-concepts that we consider as concepts having narrower volume (more specific meaning) that can be included, fully or partially, into a concept that has bigger volume (Sergeeva, 2013: 24)) conceptual pictures account for about 40 %. These are very detailed pictures of mysterious things (вампир, ведьма, русалка, дракон, церковь) . Concepts-schemes are less frequent. They are not so detailed (Babushkin, 1996: 73-74 What is necessary to mention is that participants associate the concept with black and red colors (кровь, чернокнижник).
It is worth mentioning that the list of associations the students gave was quite different from the list of synonyms of the words мистика and мистический in various dictionaries.
According to modern dictionaries the word мистический has the following synonyms:
сверхъестественный, суеверный, тайный (Gavrilova, 2013: 161), тайный, невероятный, загадочный, мистичный, необъяснимый, орфический, спиритический, таинственный, чудесный (Dictionary of Synonyms…, 2011) .
Whereas the word сверхъестественный
has an extensive list of synonyms : колдовской, волшебный, магический, чародейный, чаро-дейский, чернокнижный, ведовской, призрач-ный, иллюзорный, эфемерный, нереальный, пророческий, провидческий, вещий, загадоч-ный, мистический, таинственный, чудесный, чудодейственный, волшебный, магический, чудесный, чудотворный . The word сверхъесте-ственное is a key word in the following group of synonyms : дьявольщина, чертобесия, диво, бесовщина, дьяволизм, чертовщина, сон, ви-дение, сновидение, грёза, чудо, диковина, фе-номен, невидальщина, невидаль (Dictionary of Synonyms…, 2011) . There are common nouns which were formed from adjectives by means of conversion.
It is typical for such nouns to be used in neuter gender, for example, сверхъестественное, непознанное, странное, необъяснимое.
As adjectives they were used as a part of word combinations with indefinite pronouns It is worth mentioning that the participants used three verbs in the lists of their associations.
However, if we consult dictionaries we will find much more verbs, connected with mysterious, unnatural notions, for example, гадать, во-рожить, предсказывать (будущее), закол-довывать, завораживать, заворожить, за-чаровывать, околдовывать, очаровывать, волхвовать, ворожить, превращать, обра-щать, предвещать, прорицать, пророчить, предчувствовать, чуять, присниться, приви-деться, пригрезиться, etc. (Dictionary of Synonyms…, 2011 It should be emphasized that the participants mentioned only 5 words which belong to the colloquial style and have a note coll. in the dictionary entries. Such a result can be explained by low frequency of their use these days.
As for the list of mysterious creatures, the participants gave much more associations than we can find in the dictionaries. For example, the author has found the following list of mysterious creatures in the dictionaries of synonyms: амур (купидон, эрот, бес (черт), вампир, вурдалак, упырь, оборотень, колдун / колдунья, маг, ведьма, колдунья, волшебник, колдун, чаров-ник, / чародей, гуманоид, инопланетянин, при-шелец, приведение, видение, призрак, тень, фантом, умерший, чудовище (чудище, чудо-юдо) The most frequent words-associations which verbalize concept мистическое will be further used in the experiment which will reveal cultural differences between concepts мистическое and mysterious.
